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Located in San José de Gracia, one of the
richest regions in the Sierra Madre Occidental,
Sinaloa, the mine has reactivated the economic
activity of the community and improved the
state’s welfare

AN INVESTMENT
WORTH

GOLD

I
n a distant zone of the mountains, three
hours away from Sinaloa de Leyva,
there is a tiny town of 300
inhabitants which is historically
known for its mineral extraction
activity and for its proximity to the
famous “golden triangle”.
In 2000, DynaResource, an
American mining company, arrived
at the region with a very ambitious
Project.
José Vargas Lugo, Operations
Manager says that DynaResource de
México consolidated in the mining
district of San José de Gracia by
acquiring the 35 concessions in the
area, which at that time were
operated and managed by different
companies. This consolidation gave
birth to the mining region that we
know today.
“The legal consolidation took
place fifteen years ago, when the 35
concessions grouped together under
the name DynaResource de México”,
he said.
All this would have almost been
impossible without the valuable
support of the DynaResource
shareholders group, which is
integrated today by approximately
100 people, including influential
business men in the United States,
Golden Post Rail LLC, among other.
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NEW MEDICAL
CLINIC
DynaResource
is planning to
build a 3
million pesos
medical clinic
to benefit the
community.

The San José
de Gracia mine
ranked the
eleventh best
quality of gold
production
mine in the
world.

Sinaloa is one of the richest
states in minerals since it is
nestled in a region with
valleys, mountains and a
beautiful coastline. Since 300
years ago this mountain chain
has gained the reputation of
one of the richest gold
producing regions in the
country.
As to DynaResource, the
Company started developing
several pilot programs to
activate the mining activity.
The first of these projects
took place from 2003 to
2006 with the participation
of technicians, engineers,
workers and people from the
community. During this time
the production reached 20
thousand ounces of gold.
Extraction was suspended in
2006 and only exploration
activities continued until 2016.
As of January of this year,
exploration activities continue,
now under the direction of
René López Félix Mladosich,
Mining Operations Manager
and Pedro Ignacio Cruz Terán,
Exploration Manager.
Félix Mladosich mentioned
that the Company´s spirit is
based on effort. Making this
project a reality required of
hard work from investors,
experts,
the
community,
shareholders and the three
government entities.
“What we have achieved
today is a more flowing way of
operating and the most
important benefit, which is the
economic development of the
region where the project has
impact on, from San José de
Gracia, in Sinaloa de Leyva, to
Guamúchil and Culiacán, and
even to Hermosillo and
Obregón, in the state of Sonora.
We are working with the people
of the community and training
them in the field they work in”,
mentioned the project leader.

"DynaResource’s operations in
San José de Gracia, located in the
beautiful state of Sinaloa, is a
world class mining project, not only
because of the amount of gold the
scientific projections have revealed
but for the high quality of the gold. I
am convinced that the people of
San José de Gracia have a ‘golden
heart’. If it wasn’t for them, our
company success would not have
been possible. Human capital is
what we value the most in our
Company, and is therefore, what
we most care about.”
K.D. DIEPHOLZ
CEO de DynaResource

GREAT POTENTIAL
he people of Sinaloa say
that the region of San José de
Gracia has been blessed with
the gold. This belief is not in
vain.

WHAT IS A
MINING
DEPOSIT?
It is the
amount of
accumulated
minerals
that a mining
company
estimates
can be
extracted by
means of an
exploration
activity.

“At this time the Company is doing research to
expand the project in the short, medium and
long term, considering the great potential of the
region”.
RENÉ LÓPEZ FÉLIX MLADOSICH

General Manager of DynaResource Mexico

Pedro Ignacio Terán Cruz,
Exploration Manager of Dyna
Resource claims that there is a
3 million ounce mineral
deposit in this region and that
only a small portion of this is
currently being exploited.
As to Sinaloa and its
Geographic and Geologic
configuration, the state is
very well located since a
great portion of the mineral
belt in the Sierra Madre
Occidental runs along the
state. This mineral horizon is
the longest in the world, with
6,000 kilometers and a great
potential to explore and
extract diverse kinds of
valuable minerals.
Terán Cruz said that San
José de Gracia project is an
example that should be
followed considering the fact
that this is the first deposit of
its kind that is being exploited
in the state. “In 2010 this
Project won the Best Gold
Project in the state and since
then there has not been
another one. San José de
Gracia is considered a Highcontent ore of underground
minable gold project with a
near future possibility of an
open pit operation. This
project has a great potential

and with the amount of mineral
resources we have today, we can
continue
developing a huge
worldwide mining activity”, he
mentioned.
“Of the mining project of San
José de Gracia only 10 percent of
the territory has been explored.
In terms of longitude,
DynaResource has penetrated and
explored about 2 kilometers, but
there are still 30 kilometers more
to explore and this is why we
envision a great future that highly
depends on the actions we take
today,” mentioned Pedro Ignacio
Terán Cruz.

130
WORKERS

90
FROM THE
COMMUNIITY

30
EXPERT
TECHNICIANS

80
SUPPLIERS

THE VOICES
OF SAN JOSÉ DE GRACIA

Contributors and people who have benefited from the arrival of
DynaResource to town explain the way their quality of life has improved with the
arrival of the mining project.

“The community is
very happy with the
company. In cases
when the workers or
people from the
community are very ill
with diseases that
cannot be treated at
the town clinic the
company provides us
with financial help. In
case of emergency,
they provide light
aircraft help”.

“I started as a nursery
assistant, then as a
construction worker
assistant, as a
topographer assistant
and now I am a
topographer. The
company helps you
learn and grow. I train
my assistant so he
can also specialize in
topography and better
assist me in my job”.
PATRICIO ENCINAS ESPINOZA
Topographer

ÓSCAR DANIEL
ANGULO OBESO
General Doctor

The minimum
income for a
DynaResource
worker in San
José de Gracia
is 250 pesos
per day.

Scar Daniel Angulo Obeso
noted that the arrival of
DynaResource has brought
benefits to the community,
especially in connection with
health matters, as it has helped
people by offering preventive
medical exams: blood pressure,
glucose, vital signs, etcetera.

Encinas is in charge of
developing projects inside
the mine and of the daily
surveying of the tons of
minerals extracted. He has
worked for the company for
three years and eight
months ago he was
promoted to topographer.

“First, you need to get
your bosses’ attention
so they can trust you.
You need to work
hard and be punctual.
I am happy with the
company. We will
keep growing as the
project grows”.
MARCELINO
BOJÓRQUEZ VILLALOBOS

Supervisor Assistant

tarted working un-loading
the mine’s load, but with
change and effort he became
Mine Supervisor Assistant.
He is in charge of supervising
the areas and making sure
contractors perform their
duties as intended.

“We used to have a
boss in charge of all
the area who taught
me how to run the
lab operation and to
handle the different
kind of minerals to
be able to make the
samples. I always
had the vision of
growing and today I
am in charge of the
lab with five people
under my charge”.
YAEL GUZMÁN DÍAZ
Head of the Metallurgic Lab

e started as testing
assistant in the lab working
with two tutors. The
metallurgic lab is in charge of
receiving samples from the
mine and preparing them for
testing and obtaining results
that help the engineers make
decisions regarding the
minerals.

“Before the Company
arrived, pits were
going to be dug with
mallets, bars and
shovels. We now have
backhoe diggers.
Sometimes the people
from our town require
this kind of equipment
to build a house, dig
ditches, load gravel in
the river or load soil
and the company does
not charge anything
for this”.
LUIS ALONSO
ALCANTAR MONTOYA
Crushing Department and Plant
Operator

S

ome of the benefits of
DynaResource operations
in the area are that the people
have today better work
options. In this particular case,
he has learned about
equipment.

“Since its beginnings
DynaResource has
been a company
committed with the
community, not just by
offering job
opportunities, but by
training and promoting
the growth of its
employees”.
ROCÍO ESCÁRCEGA GUILLEN
Head of the Operations and
Administrative Office of DynaResource

I

s the direct contact in Mexico
in charge of overseeing
administrative affairs, suppliers,
payments, bi-weekly payroll
reports, and other matters.
Whenever the CEO of the
Company, K.D Diepholz visits
Mexico, and especially the town
of San José de Gracia, he is the
person in charge of translating
the meetings.

SOURCES OF EMPLOYMENT
ynaResource projects a
short term growth in
several phases, which will
translate into the well-being of
San José de Gracia. This
consists in the production of
50 thousand to 60 thousand
ounces per year.
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“In fact, the Project has
been researched and is
characterized by an
underground mining
activity, but due to its nature
and to the metallurgic
response it has, we could shift
to an open mining activity.
This gives us the opportunity
of projecting a higher
growth,” said Terán Cruz. The
Exploration Manager
believes that mining is a
unique activity which due to
its nature allows the creation
of job opportunities and
wealth in remote places. And
this is how the inhabitants of
San José de Gracia and its
surroundings will benefit
from this project.

“DynaResource

is a
Company committed with the
community. We have an
underground gold mine and a
very healthy quality of ore. Our
mining system is mechanical,
using the room-and-pillar and
cut-and-fill methods.”
MARK ZARZYCKI

Project Assistant Manager

As to Sinaloa and its Geographic and Geologic
configuration, the state is very well located since a great
portion of the mineral belt in the Sierra Madre Occidental
runs along the state. This mineral horizon is the longest in
the world, with 6,000 kilometers and a great potential of
finding minerals.

Mining is the only activity in
the region which generates
jobs.

About working with people
from the region, René López
Félix
Mladosich,
Mining
Operations Manager said:
“Obviously, we are growing
and as we continue growing, we
will
create
more
job
opportunities for the people.
Today we are providing
training and coaching to the
employees”.
As to José Vargas Lugo,
Operations Manager, he insists
that the Company has to show
the world that San José de
Gracia has the potential of
being a world class project.
“Our state has stigmas that
demerit the activity in some
regions. We want to insist that
Jobs are needed in the
mountains of Sinaloa. Mining
is an exclusive activity of the
mountains which has a double

“Queremos

hacer énfasis en que en las
zonas serranas de Sinaloa se necesitan
fuentes de trabajo. La minería es una
actividad puramente de la sierra que tiene
doble compromiso: social y de generación
de riqueza”
JOSÉ VARGAS LUGO
Director de Operaciones de DynaResource en México

commitment: social and wealth
creation.
Job
creation
by
DynaResource has a great social
impact in the municipality of
Sinaloa de Leyva, one of the 300
poorest
municipalities
in
Mexico,” mentioned VargasLugo.
López Félix explains that the
minimum
wage
paid
by
DynaResource to the lowest ranked
employee is 3.75 times the
minimum wage in the region,
which gives an idea of the
economic benefit it brings to the
people. Another benefit is training,
which is provided to the people in
the different areas of the project.

A NURSERY
WITH 18
THOUSAND
PLANTS WAS
BUILT
The largest
nursery of
endangered
plant species
in Sinaloa was
built in San
José de Gracia
with species
like amapa,
the regional
cedar and
coabilla
(venadillo) and
over 18
thousand
plants.

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
ne of the main concerns
of DynaResource is the
Environment. The Company is
100 percent committed with it
since its growth also depends
on sustainability.
None of the processes in the
Company uses cyanide nor
other hazardous substances;
everything is done with water
and alcohols in case of metal
floating.
“Our commitment and
responsibility
with
the
environment
can
be
appreciated in our clean
processes; gravimetry, which
is the use of tables that vibrate
and wash metals, causing the
metals
to
precipitate”,
explained Vargas Lugo.
He
mentioned
that
DynaResource’s
social
responsibility is appreciated by
means of a yearly payment of
rent for the superficial use of
the land.
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“In 2010 San José de Gracia won Best Gold
Project in the state and has never been
another one. San José de Gracia is
considered a High-content ore of
underground minable gold project with a
near future possibility of an open pit
operation. This project has a great potential
and with the amount of mineral resources we
have today, we can continue developing a
huge worldwide mining activity”, he
mentioned.”
PEDRO IGNACIO TERÁN CRUZ
Exploration Manager of DynaResource Mexico

There is a 3
million ounce
mineral deposit in
the region of San
José de Gracia
which is being
explored and
extracted in
phases.

In terms of distance,
the geological structure
of the mine estate is 2
kilometers wide and 30
kilometers long. This
reveals a promising
future for the social
and mining Project of
San José de Gracia.

There is also a 3 million pesos
medical clinic that is being
built for the community.
A multiple use community
center will also be built in the
area. The center will have
sports fields and will provide
arts and crafts classes as well as

plumbing,
electricity
and
welding for men and sewing
and baking classes for women.
The largest nursery of
endangered species in Sinaloa
was also built in San José de
Gracia. The species include

the amapa, the regional cedar,
caobilla (venadillo) and more
than 18 thousand plants.
As to education, DynaResource provides help to
the schools in need; example of
this is the delivery of computer

equipment and provision of
Internet service in the region.
The managers of DynaResource agree that the viability
of this Project has also been the
result of the hard work of José
Santos Ceja and Namen Téllez

Neme, legal representatives of
the Company, and of Scheef &
Stone, Pérez de Acha y
Asociados and Sinaloa Fiscal,
who have provided legal
counseling for the successful
execution of this project.

